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Introducing Prestyl….
Corporate Profile
Prestyl USA, LLC is one of the fastest growing US development and manufacturing companies. The company
specializes in the design, development and manufacturing of highly efficient “state of the art” far-infrared
heating systems.
The company’s manufacturing facilities are in Spokane, Washington, and its corporate offices in Simi Valley,
California.
Prestyl, as a California (USA) LLC, celebrated its 4th anniversary on December 10th, 2014. Prestyl’s thin-film

heating element has been successfully produced for over 20 years.
Prestyl’s products can be found in hospitals (operating rooms and patient rooms), hot-yoga studios, schools,
offices, homes, production halls, etc. Prestyl’s systems may be installed as primary or supplemental heatsources; energy savings range from 12-50% over traditional heating methods. The company’s personal comfort systems allow individuals to fine-tune their comfort-zone at their desks, eliminating arguments over
thermostats in both winter and summer.
Prestyl has developed a number of revolutionary “patent pending” control systems to enhance the performance of its existing product line and to expand into several very unique new markets. Products for these
markets include “instant-on” medical systems, “occupancy controlled” office systems and specialized systems
for the hospitality industry, which are designed to save energy while preventing mold and musty smells in
unoccupied rooms during the off-season.
Prestyl distributes its products primarily through stocking distributors; these distributors represent a vast
network of qualified and trained dealers, allowing Prestyl to address and support virtually any market without excessive overhead, passing the savings on to the end-user.
Most of Prestyl’s market expansion is due to referrals from satisfied customers. In order to best address its
markets, Prestyl has morphed into an efficient, low-overhead “Just-in-time” manufacturer.
Prestyl owes its success to the dedication of its people, its excellent customer service and its stringent quality
control system; Prestyl is one of very few companies with worldwide agency approvals (including the most
coveted German GS).
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Section 1.
Introduction to Far-infrared-Heating system comparisons
1.1

Infrared energy savings explained in simple terms.
Before we can look at the benefits of (far) infrared heating over conventional methods we need to understand how these work.
Heat-energy can be transported in three different ways; convection, conduction, and radiation.

In convection-based systems the air is heated and travels (moves) throughout the space. Hot air rises
and the cooled air is heated again, causing a “convection flow”.

With conduction, heat-energy flows from the hottest to the coolest object until the temperatures are
equal. In a conduction-based system, high temperatures (originating in either liquid-filled tubing, or an
electric heating element), are conducted to and distributed across the surface (usually a floor) where a
part of the energy is radiated and a part is converted to a convection flow.

In radiation-based systems the air is not heated; as with the sun, the people and objects are heated by
visible or invisible light; Prestyl’s far-infrared systems use invisible light.
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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1.2

Heat-loss
Conduction and air movement are also capable of “taking heat away” from an area; this is known as

“heat loss”. The degree of “heat loss” is related to the difference in temperatures between the heated
and unheated areas of a building. The colder the adjacent space is, the greater the temperature differences and hence, the greater heat losses. A heating system needs to be able to “compensate” for these
losses.
Prestyl utilizes a simple system on-line calculator which is takes into account square footage, mounting
height, type of windows/doors, the type of building (good, medium, poor insulation), and a “regional
correction factor”. Prestyl's simple calculator has been successfully used in some of the coldest places in
North America; based on customers’ feedback we learned that is accurate in well over 90% of the installations. Your HVAC distributor/installer may use a more sophisticated formula, which takes into account
the energy savings of far-infrared over traditional heating methods, but regardless of which method is
used, any heating system’s performance is dependent on accurate pre-installation information regarding
a building’s condition and the lowest possible temperatures in the region; “under-installing” will lead to
disappointments. To ensure that your building is optimized for far-infrared, please see section 7.

1.3 Convection-based heating explained
Most heating systems today are based on convection; “hot air”.
In a convection heating system (forced air, base-board, wall-mounted
“radiator” systems, etc.), cool air is heated and makes its way into a
room. Once the heated air enters the room, it rises and, as it moves away from the source, it cools.
The cooler air makes its way down to the floor where it is “pulled” across the floor by the lower pressure
at the system’s return duct, or at the baseboard heater’s intake, and the cycle continues as long as the
thermostat calls for heat. This is called a “convection flow”
In nearly all cases, the “room temperature” is controlled by a thermostat, which tells the heater to
switch on, or off.
Although the electric room thermostat was invented in 1883, it only became a practical accessory associated with the advance of electrically controlled heating systems in the mid 1900’s. Since that time the
thermostat has been generally accepted as a “measurement of a room’s temperature”.
Most people believe that a thermostat controls the room’s temperature. Contrary to popular belief, this
is not the case. In a convection system, the thermostat merely measures the air temperature at a level
of approximately five and a half feet above the floor. This is an arbitrary height above the floor, which
represents the average person’s “eye level”.
While a thermostat may read “an eye level temperature” of 72° Fahrenheit (22.2° Celsius), the floor’s
temperature may be at 41° F (5° C), while the ceiling’s temperature could be at 105° F (40.5° C) degrees
or higher.

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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Convection continued
There can also be a large discrepancy between two thermostats, even if these are mounted at the
“correct height” as air movement and other factors could skew the reading and alter the room’s real
temperature.
If a room has a high ceiling (such as in a school classroom or workshop, for instance), more hot air is
needed to “heat the space”. There must be enough hot air in the room to ensure that the cooled air,
which is descending, still is warm enough to make the thermostat think that the temperature is at the
72 degrees Fahrenheit (22.2° C) as referenced on page 6, more hot air is needed to support the required convection flow; in a room with a high ceiling, we may see ceiling temperatures in the 120 to
130 degree Fahrenheit (49-55° C) range, while the floor may not be able to warm higher than 38° F
(3.3° C).
Forcing more air into a room also means a greater “vacuum” or low pressure area on the air return side
which gives the already cooler air in the convection flow less time to overcome the floor’s “heatlosses”. These losses primarily are “conductive losses” (heat energy which flows towards the colder
ground below the floor).
This convection flow causes what is known as “hot head, cold feet syndrome”; this affects people’s ability to concentrate and may ultimately cause health problems. With a convection system, the higher the
ceiling, the greater the losses; there is no economical way to overcome the wasted energy. No one
benefits from the higher temperatures far above their heads.
Sizing reference: Convection-based heating systems are sized in BTU (British Thermal Units), which is
based on the volume of a space in cubic feet (meters)

Regardless of the equipment’s efficiency, most of the input-energy is wasted in the form of unusable
heat and heat losses, resulting in dynamic efficiencies of (in most cases much) less than 45% .
The advantages:
Easy to service
Very inexpensive (original or like system replacements)
Easily understood; if hot air comes out, it works
Quickly heats the air
Thermostat settings are familiar
Forced-air versions facilitate air-conditioning
Disadvantages:
Causes health issues (moving air carries undesirable airborne particles, bacteria, and spores)
Often convection will not heat the floor adequately (Hot head, cold feet problems)
Environment can quickly become too cold or too hot when exterior doors are opened/closed
Excessive dust
Promotes mold
High maintenance intervals

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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1.4

Conductive (floor) heating explained
The second most common heating technology is conductive floor heating
Because these systems produce convection as well as limited radiation, these are often called “radiant
floor” heating system (the fluid-based systems sold in North America are also referred to as “hydronic
systems”).
A properly installed in-floor conductive/radiant heating systems can be more energy efficient than pure
convection-based systems; up to 50% of the available energy can be converted to effective radiant energy, while the balance is taken up by convection and heat losses.
An almost 50% energy to heat conversion is very respectable, but the “hot floors” which are loved by
some, but not by others, could be a deterrent. In order for the system to work, the floor temperature
will always be higher than the air temperature; although this is generally preferred over convection (ice
cold floors), not all people appreciate this.
“Conduction-based heating systems” are sized either in BTU (British Thermal Units), or kilowatt equivalents. Because of the large convection component, these are sized in cubic feet (cubic meters), depending on type.

The primary drawback of these systems is the “serviceability”. Defective sections usually mean jackhammering the floor to access the system, or replacing it with a far-infrared radiant system.
The advantages:
More comfortable than convection for most
Moderately priced in new installations
Fewer health problems (less air movement)
Less dust than convection
Helps reduce the growth of some mold
Room temperature is back to normal relatively soon after an exterior door was opened/closed
(Retains heat; slow to cool off)
Thermostat settings are familiar
More energy efficient than convection systems
Disadvantages:
High maintenance costs
Difficult to service
Defective sections are difficult, if not impractical to repair
Some people do not like hot floors
Because a portion of the walls have lower temperatures than the air, mold can grow in these areas
Air-conditioning requires separate room unit or ducting
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1.5 Far-infrared heating explained
The third, and by far the most efficient heating technology, is radiation
The sun, which is the world’s oldest source of infrared heating, contains a wide
radiant spectrum; it ranges from the soothing, therapeutic and healthy far-infrared warmth, to dangerous and damaging near-infrared and ultraviolet wavelengths. The sun’s rays travel a great distance
through space without requiring a medium to transfer its energy (radiant energy requires no ducting).
Prestyl’s far-infrared radiant heating technology operates in the healthy and therapeutic “long wavelength” part of the sun’s spectrum (7,000 to 10,000 nanometers, or 7-10 micrometers).
Far-infrared is “invisible light” which can be found outside of the visible light’s spectrum.
Invisible light at 7,000-10,000 nanometer wavelengths does not collide with the air molecules in a room;
as with a standard flash-ight, the far-infrared light simply passes through the air. Hence, the air is not
heated.
When the far-infrared light collides with surfaces (including people and objects in the room) a portion of
the invisible light’s energy is absorbed (causing the surface to heat up slowly) and some is reflected. The
reflected light will eventually collide with another surface/object and heat this up as well, until all of the
bouncing heat energy has been absorbed. This process will continue until the thermostat reaches its preprogrammed setting and switches the heater off.
As with a wall that has been exposed to the sun, the surfaces within the room will start radiating heat
energy. After the sun has set, the wall referenced above will still be radiating the energy that was absorbed and stored; this is the best example how far-infrared works.
Because far-infrared does not heat the air, there are very significant energy savings over traditional systems. This is why: The invisible light or “heat energy” is bouncing throughout the room, eventually colliding with all surfaces in the room, as a result, everything in the room heats up. Because we do not heat
the air, the difference between floor and ceiling temperatures within a room is usually less than 2 degrees. No excessive hot air stacked at the ceiling means no unnecessary losses.
In France, where electric far-infrared is very popular, tests have revealed that when far-infrared panels
are installed on the ceiling, more than 80% of the electrical energy is converted to radiant energy, and
less than 20% (building dependent) becomes conductive losses and convection, making it the most efficient heating system on earth, second to none.
The above was confirmed in even greater detail in a study conducted by the University of Kaiserslautern,
a well-respected research authority in Germany. The university did a comparative study between two
identical homes, the first with natural gas-based system with water as the transport medium and wall
“radiators” (convectors), the other with electric radiant panels (made by one of Prestyl’s competitors);
their conclusion, based on actual energy used to create a comfortable environment, was that far-infrared
provided a 50% energy savings over traditional convection systems averaged over the heating season.
Their opinion is that at 20%-50% would be saved in energy in any installation; depending on a building’s
insulation/condition (copies of this study are available in the original German language only

http://www-user.rhrk.uni-kl.de/~kosack/forschung/?INFRAROT-STRAHLUNGSHEIZUNG ).
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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Far-infrared heating continued
“Radiant heating systems” are sized in watts/kilowatt’s per square foot, not in BTU (British Thermal
Units). This is because these do not heat the air (which would require a “volume unit”).
Just as with a flashlight, the beam widens and loses intensity; for this reason, there is an optimum mounting height. In most cases, this height can be obtained by simply mounting the units in or on the ceiling,
or suspending these from chains where the ceilings are higher than standard office or home ceilings.
The primary drawback of these systems is the need to educate people air does not have to be heated to
be comfortable; the opposite is true, the all-round comfort is greater without the air (the temperatures
throughout the space are balanced with far-infrared).
The advantages:
More comfortable than convection for most
Moderately priced
Can be installed by a licensed electrician; where allowed, by the home owner
Fewer health problems (no unnecessary air movement)
Much less dust than convection
Helps reduce the growth of mold (when surface temperatures are higher than the air temperature; no mold
can grow)
Room temperature is back to normal almost immediately after an exterior door was opened/closed
(Retains heat; slow to cool off)
Thermostat can be placed at any convenient level from 6” above the floor to 6” below the ceiling
(universal warmth throughout the room)
Up to 50% energy savings over convection systems
Therapeutic, healthy warmth
The solution for room additions (no ducting or structural modifications; no strain on existing systems)
Easy to expand (start in one or more rooms; then expand)
Easy to create multiple comfort zones within the same space
In spaces with very high ceilings there is no need to heat the space near the roof or ceiling; Prestyl’s panels may be suspended by chains at their optimum performance height, reducing the amount of energy
required even more.
Disadvantages:
Warms up slowly; people can feel the warmth within 10 minutes, but it takes hours to days to get the
space to the desired temperature (material dependent)
In convection systems it is generally accepted that when the preset room temperature has been reached,
the hot air-flow stops. With a far-infrared system, when this happens people notice a slight change in
comfort when the panels stop radiating (although the room’s temperature did not change). (See control
section for solutions.)
Some people will not like the look of panels on the ceiling; they accept heating ducts or baseboard heaters, but “this new thing” is just too different
Air-conditioning requires separate room unit or ducting
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1.6

Heat distribution comparison
The easiest way to explain the differences between traditional heating methods and Prestyl’s far-infrared is to
look at how the “heat” is (temperatures are) distributed throughout a typical room.

Convection-based heating system
In a convection-based system, including those with wall convector/
radiators, the temperatures throughout the room vary greatly; it is
virtually impossible to balance the heat throughout the space. The
laws of nature teach us that if there is a very large difference between
the hot air at the ceiling and the outside air-temperature, there will be
a significant heat loss; the greater the temperature differences, the
greater the heat loss. In a room with a very high ceiling, the ceiling
temperatures are even higher; thus, the heat losses will be greater.
The thermostat only indicates the temperature at eye level, not the
room temperature

In a Far-Infrared system, the temperatures throughout the room are
nearly the same; in a traditionally-sized room the difference between
floor and ceiling temperatures is less than 2 degrees. In a room with a
very high ceiling, this may be a few degrees higher.
Because the difference between ceiling temperature and the outside
(or adjacent room’s) air-temperature is significantly lower than with
convection-based systems, the heat-losses are much lower as well.
The reduction in heat-losses and the fact that far-Infrared does not
need to use energy to heat unused overhead air volumes, translates up
to energy savings approaching 50%. No thermostat height restrictions.

Personal Comfort Solutions, the end of the thermostat wars
“Thermostat wars” are the primary cause of runaway energy costs.
Companies spend millions on creating energy efficient “green” work
environments, but in the end overlook the obvious, “Personal Comfort”.
To achieve personal comfort, workers bring in convection space heaters.
Each of these power-hogs can burn through as much as 1500-2500
Watts per hour, causing fuses to trip and, upsetting the thermostat,
forcing the buildings HVAC system to compensate. Prestyl’s underdesk solution, paired with a personal comfort level control, uses an
average of 100 Watts; this translates into energy savings of up to 85%

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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1.7 Prestyl vs. baseboard; “electric versus electric” comparison
How can we say that Prestyl’s panels save energy over electric baseboard heaters? Electric is electric,
isn’t it?
There is a large general misconception that “electric heat is electric heat”. This stems from the fact that
in school we have been taught (and rightfully so), that in an electric heating element “all of the electrical
energy is converted to heat energy”. Hence, it is a 100% efficient.
We agree; this is true.
They then go on to say “thus, a radiant panel has the same efficiency as a baseboard heater”.
We disagree; nothing is farther from the truth.
The baseboard heater works on the principle of convection; it uses air as a medium. True radiant heating
systems do not need a “high loss“ medium. Hence, without the need for inefficient convection, we typically are able to save between 20 and 50% in electrical energy when we replace an existing electric baseboard heater with an energy-efficient Prestyl far-infrared panel. This again is confirmed by the findings
of the University of Kaiserslautern.

1.8 Prestyl vs. far-infrared competitors
Today, there are many manufacturers of far-infrared heating panels; Prestyl offers a moderately priced
high-quality unit which features “Direct heat transfer” from its ultra-thin, proprietary aluminum hybrid
film to its aluminum radiating surface. This combination ensures the best electricity to heat conversion
and, because both heating element and radiating surface are made of the same materials, the longest life
expectancy imaginable. The units feature a modified PTC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) thin-film
element, which has been field-proven for over 20 years; it offers solid self-regulating properties and is
able to operate at very cold temperatures, as low as -75° F (-60° C).
A large number of Prestyl’s competitors manufacture carbon-based products. Carbon is the least expensive heating material; hence most of the units are very inexpensive and are made in the Orient. Carbon,
due to its NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) nature is unstable and has been associated with
“runaway temperatures” which has been blamed for many fires. Besides this known problem on the
high-temperature end, carbon will not start-up at temperatures which are much below freezing (the resistance becomes so high that it simply will not warm up).
A small number of Prestyl’s competitors use a very thin high temperature heating wire (similar to the
filament of an incandescent lamp); they then use a substrate to transfer the heat energy to their radiating surface. Most of our competitors use inefficient steel for their radiating surfaces; steel is lower
priced and easier to obtain than high-grade aluminum. Unless a high-temperature wire is encapsulated
in a vacuum, or gas-filled case, it will deteriorate quickly; its expected life-cycle is 1-3 years.
“Radiant heating systems” are sized in watts/kilowatt’s per square foot (m²), not in BTU (British Thermal
Units). This is because these do not heat the air (heated air would require a “volume unit”).
Just as with a flashlight, the beam widens and loses intensity over distance; for this reason, there is an
optimum mounting height. (Please see Prestyl’s calculator, or the installation section of this document
for details.)
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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1.9 Mixed technology systems; Geothermal energy
Though many believe geothermal energy is a “new type of energy”, the reality is that it is not. Like the
sun, it has been around since the beginning of time.
The earth’s core temperature, according to recent scientific calculations, is estimated to be around
10,800 degrees Fahrenheit (6,000 degrees Celsius); it is estimated to be as hot as the surface of the sun.
For many years, homes in various regions have been heated by thermal energy for hundreds, in some
cases, thousands of years. Over the past 100 years, steam from volcanic activity (generally in regions
with hot springs or geysers) has been captured and used to generate electricity.
As a result of mining throughout North America, we have learned that once we get past the earth’s surface layer, the temperature increases by 0.56° Celsius (1.0° Fahrenheit) for every 18.3 m (60 feet) in
depth. Using this phenomenon, we are able to use geothermal energy in areas without volcanic activity.
Regardless of which method is used, all geothermal systems must transport the required thermal energy
through conduction, convection, radiation, or any combination thereof; there are no new methods of
transporting heat energy.
In theory, geothermal energy can be used for heating and cooling in most regions of the world. The practical side is different. Although geothermal warmth is plentiful, reaching it may be impractical. Drilling to
great depths is very expensive, and the equipment required for moving the heated (or cooled) liquids
requires a substantial amount of energy; it is also subject to maintenance and associated expenses.
Because in many cases “proper depths” cannot be reached within a reasonable budget, the available
geothermal energy fails to keep up with the demand when temperatures drop severely.
When the heat losses exceed the available geothermal energy, a home, or business owner is forced to
install a supplemental heating system. This is wonderful news for Prestyl. Until far-infrared was an option, the typical solution was to install an energy-wasting electric heating unit, as many geothermal systems are installed in areas where there is no inexpensive natural gas. Installing Prestyl’s panels to augment geothermal systems can save a home/business owner between 20 and 50% on their mid-winter
electric bills, while providing a comfortable living or working environment; thus, bringing the operating
costs back inline with the design criteria of the geothermal system.
1.9.1 Prestyl’s solution: low-cost hybrid-geothermal
Geothermal systems (without extensive subsidies) are typically priced out of reach for most home, or
business owners; most of the time, the dynamic system cost cannot be recovered over the useful life of
the system.
The solution is an energy efficient hybrid system, which uses a combination of geothermal and Prestyl’s
energy-saving far-infrared heating panels.
It is a fact that a large portion of a geothermal system’s installation cost is associated with the actual drilling operation, and the required additional equipment to retrieve the earth’s warmth at deeper than predicted depths. Without drilling to the optimum depth (which may be deeper than what the engineering
team had estimated), a geothermal system will not be able to overcome the heat losses during prolonged
cold winters. These “added” costs, plus the increased maintenance costs over the life of the system,
could be more, amortized over the life of the system than the energy the system could save.

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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low-cost hybrid-geothermal continued
By incorporating a Prestyl far-infrared heating system into the mix, the installation and operating/
maintenance costs of a geothermal system can be reduced significantly (no extensive depths required);
the comfort levels would be enhanced, and the mid-winter operating costs could be cut in half as no energy-wasting aftermarket electric supplemental heating cores would be needed.
For even more energy savings, Prestyl's highly efficient far-infrared heating panels may be powered by a
properly- sized solar system.

1.10 What is the difference between a “Fake” and a “Far”-infrared heater?
Fake infrared
When purchasing a far-infrared heater there are many things to consider. With hundreds of companies claiming to sell far-infrared or infrared heaters, few actually are far-infrared heaters, most are scams.
The market is flooded with “non-infrared heaters” yet many people are fooled into believing they purchased
an energy-saving (far) infrared heating device, while in reality they purchased a $2 halogen/quartz light bulb
that runs so hot that it produces “near-infrared”. Near-infrared is able to “excite” the air molecules which creates “heat” (hot air) around it; next, a $3 fan blows the heated air it into the space. The hot air rises just like
with any convection heater and if the room has high ceilings the “heater” won’t contribute anything. To dress
it up, manufacturers add a fancy cabinet.
In reality, these people who believe that they have purchased a state-of-the -rt infrared heater just have been
scammed into purchasing $5 in parts and a fancy cabinet for a simple, if not useless, convection heater.

Far-infrared
Scientific exploration and testing over the past century has provided us with the evidence of what a farinfrared heater is and how the far-infrared energy “light” passes through the air. Because of its wavelength far
-infrared waves travel around the air molecule; it has virtually no ability to collide with and excite the air molecules. Because it is able to travel through the air, the far-infrared wave will collide with the surfaces it encounters and this in turn is able to warm up these surfaces, people, and/or animals within the space (Boltzmann,
Planck and others). Far-infrared heating is the most efficient way of “heating”.
True far-infrared heaters produce invisible light; the wavelength of this light is related to the heaters’ surfacetemperature. True far- infrared heaters operate from slightly above room temperature to the temperature of
boiling water (212 degrees F or 100 degrees C); on the other end of the infrared spectrum are the heating elements that glow (2200+ degrees C); these emit dangerous “near-infrared” energy (examples are heat lamps,
heating coils, gas infrared heaters, et.). Exposure to near-infrared is known to cause eye damage (cataracts
and retina damage) as well as skin damage, burns and even cancer due to tissue burns. Far-infrared has been
proven safe for people and animals; prolonged exposure is very healthy and only benefits have been identified
for infrared operating at 7,000-10,000 nm. This is the therapeutic part of the sun’s spectrum.
Prestyl’s far-infrared products only operate in this safe part of the spectrum
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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2.0 Installation options (images of customers’ installations)
2.1 Home/Office
The following images are provided by Prestyl’s customers/distributors; these images include creative
“architectural” solutions to blending panels into the pace

Installation in a new home
featuring custom recessed
coves for the Prestyl panels.

Low-mounted installation in a new home; the lowtemperature panels are designed and approved for use at
any level or angle. Prestyl also offers heated artworks.

Surface installation on a bathroom ceiling (ground fault protected in wet locations).

Personal
comfort controller for
under-desk
heaters.

Office installation; Prestyl also
offers a “personal comfort”
controlled under-desk unit .

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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2.2 Institutional and Hot Yoga

Care and retirement homes

Schools, and workplaces

Prestyl’s far-infrared panels in a long-term
care and retirement home. The panels are
recessed in the modular/suspended ceiling.

Prestyl’s far-infrared panels in a school classroom. The panels are suspended from chains
in order to minimize energy consumption.

Hot Yoga installations

Schools, and workplaces

Prestyl’s far-infrared panels in a Hot Yoga
facility. The panels are both mounted to the
vaulted ceiling, and suspended from chains.

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC

Energy efficiency over aesthetics; smaller 24 x 48”
panels could have been recessed like the lights,
but suspending at an ideal height saves en-
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2.3 Hospital/health-care industry
Images of typical hospital installations
Prestyl USA manufactures far-infrared heaters for the worldwide markets.
It should be noted that Prestyl, a US company, has been instrumental in creating the new European standards for
hospital, care-home, and retirement home systems. Prestyl is one of the few companies building hypoallergenic
products for these industries. Prestyl’s products exceed the stringent requirements for these applications in
Europe.

The following are images of purpose-specific, and OEM products which are manufactured by Prestyl USA for new
and renovated hospitals throughout Europe.
Operating room in new hospital

Far-infrared panel details

Panel details

Standard EU operating rooms require 6 or 8 far-infrared Prestyl panels.

Prestyl also designed and built the precision-interface, which is managed by the hospital’s operating room
control system; the system must maintain a temperature +/- 0.3 degrees Celsius.

Prestyl’s (OEM) control interface

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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3.0 Hot Yoga
3.1 Why Prestyl for hot yoga systems?
Over the past four years, Prestyl has become a world leader in Far-infrared hot yoga systems.
Although far-infrared outperforms most if not all of the traditional hot yoga systems, there still are some
common misconceptions. New customers are encouraged to study the following information, and
checkout Prestyl’s references (communicate with Prestyl’s existing hot yoga customers) before committing to purchasing their system (s).
The following information explains the facts and “puts to rest” these misconceptions.
Please review the three different heating technologies, convection, conduction and radiation, in section
one of this document.

3.2 Traditional Hot Yoga
Most hot yoga heating systems today work on the principle of convection.
As detailed in section 1 “convection”, air is heated and makes its way into the hot yoga studio. Once the
heated air enters the room, it rises and, as it moves away from the source, it cools. The cooled air
makes its way down and is “pulled” across the floor.
This “convection-flow” across the floor actually cools the hot yoga participants, and the thermostat must
be set higher to help reduce this cooling effect. No matter how well the system works, there will always
be an imbalance because hot air rises, and cold air descends; the higher the ceiling, the colder the return
air flow, making it difficult for the participants to concentrate.
With hot yoga, the “thermostat effect is even greater than with traditional convection room heating:
While a thermostat may read “an eye level temperature” of 41 degrees Celsius (105°F), the floor’s temperature may be at 13 degrees (55°F), while the ceiling could be at 62 degrees (145°F) or higher. The
following sketch explains the temperature distribution over the room’s height. If the room has a very
high ceiling, the ceiling temperatures can even be higher, and the floor temperatures lower.

Ceiling temperature

Thermostat’s elevation

Practical yoga temperature

Floor temperature
From the image above, it is clear that the thermostat’s reading does not reflect the room’s true temperatures. The room
may be at “41 degrees Celsius”, but the participants are distracted by the cold airflow across the mats.
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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3.3 Prestyl’s true far-infrared hot yoga
Prestyl’s far-infrared radiant heating technology operates in the healthy and therapeutic “long wave-length” part
of infrared spectrum (7,000 to 10,000 nanometers, or 7-10 micrometers). Products producing this wave-length
are commonly used for physiotherapy treatments. These far-infrared waves penetrate only the upper 0.040” (1
mm) of the skin where these stimulate the blood-flow, allowing the body to detox and “refresh” itself.
Prestyl’s far-infrared is soothing, it allows the yoga participants to relax and concentrate without the annoying
noises and cold drafts normally associated with convection heating. Prestyl’s far-infrared surrounds the body
with tranquil warmth.
Because far-infrared does not heat the air, there are very significant energy savings over traditional systems. The
“room temperature” with infrared is the actual temperature of the space; there is virtually no difference between the temperature at the thermostat’s elevation and the floor. Hence, an effective “hot yoga temperature”
could be as low as 24 degrees Celsius or 75F (see image below), or as high as the instructor desires.

Temperature near the ceiling

Temperature at a typical thermostat-elevation

Temperature at participant’s level

Temperature near the floor

With Prestyl’s far-infrared hot yoga systems, the hot yoga participants are surrounded by healthy, tranquil and
soothing warmth. No excessive hot air stacked at the ceiling also means no temperature differences between
exercising while sitting or standing, and for the studio operator, no unnecessary warmth or energy losses.
In most hot yoga applications, a portion of the panels is controlled by a standard thermostat to keep the room at
“room temperature” (far-infrared keeps the floor at or very near the thermostat’s temperature; hence, it shortens the pre-session “warm-up time”).
With far-infrared it is not necessary to use a special hot yoga thermostat. Prior to a session, the instructor (or a
pre-programmed timer) switches the panels “on” and leaves these on during the session. The advantage of this
approach is that the participants do not notice any changes in warmth. With a thermostat, (just like with a hot
air system), the panels are switched “off” when the thermostat reaches its pre-set temperature and “on” again
when the temperature has dropped. To some, this cycling feels like a cloud passing between them and the sun;
this upsets concentration. The studio operator also has the option of installing a Prestyl “comfort-controller” to
allow the instructor to set the correct “yoga intensity” (panel surface temperature).

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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4.0 Technical information
4.1 About the Prestyl far-infrared panels
Prestyl’s panels are designed and manufactured in the United States; Prestyl’s manufacturing facilities are in
Spokane, Washington. The current PR series was developed in 2010; it features a proprietary “floating-front
free operation.
design” to insure many years of worry-free
operation. Prestyl’s
Prestyl’swarranty
warrantyis is255years
yearsfrom
fromdate
dateofofpurchase.
purchase.
Prestyl’s far-infrared panels operate at a maximum temperature of 200 degrees Fahrenheit, or 93 degrees
Celsius. Because of their self-regulating design and low operating temperature, Prestyl’s panels are approved and safe to be installed at any level. (Many competitors’ panels are not self-regulating and have installation-height restrictions; these must be installed 6 feet or 1.8 meters above the ground.)
Prestyl’s printed artworks are hung like pictures, the traditional white or black panels (custom color optional)
may be wall or ceiling mounted; the under-desk “personal comfort” series can be installed where practical.
For commercial installations, Prestyl produces panels equipped with flexible metal tubing specifically designed to meet the code requirements in suspended ceilings
The company also develops and builds OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) products which are sold to
the worldwide hospital industry under Prestyl’s distributors’ or customers’ names.
Prestyl’s panels can be controlled in a number of ways. In its simplest form, these may be plugged-in to a
standard wall outlet (a switched outlet, or the use of an auxiliary timer or thermostat is recommended). Larger installations may be controlled by a built-in line-voltage thermostat, a low-voltage thermostat with relays, or a building management system. The systems may be discretely wired or wireless/Internet controlled.
In order to optimize the operating comfort and minimize energy usage, a number of (patent pending) control
systems, as well as an “instant-on” product, which reaches its operating temperature in 4-8 seconds, are
planned for 2015 and 2016 .

4.2 Technology
Prestyl’s core technology is a proprietary hybrid-aluminum thin-film. The original version was developed
nearly 20 years ago. It is a mature and reliable element which has been updated a number of times as newer
manufacturing technologies became available; it is the oldest field-proven far-infrared heating technology in
existence.
The thin-film heating-element is constructed using a combination “printing-press” and “printed circuit-board
technology”. After the desired pattern has been etched, the element is encapsulated by an ultra-thin Mylar
insulator. This process allowed us to create a film that optimizes the heat transfer to the radiating surface
and to distribute it evenly across this surface, creating a near-perfect radiated pattern (most competitors’
products only radiate from a small circle, or ”hot-spot” in the center; making these very inefficient when
compared with Prestyl’s technology).

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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Technology continued

Environmentally responsible — Prestyl’s housing and floating radiating surface are made of high-grade fully
recyclable aluminum to match the thin-film’s expansion characteristics. Using nearly identical materials
minimizes internal stresses and the result is a much longer life-expectancy than competitor’s panels.
Prestyl uses a fully recyclable hypoallergenic insulation material which has been approved for use in hospital
operating rooms.
How do Prestyl’s designs compare with competitors’ products? To answer this we need to look at the history
of (far) infrared.
(Far) Infrared history
The first Far IR systems were resistor wires coiled up in the ceilings. These provided a comfortable heat and
yielded dramatically reduced energy consumption. Because of the corrosion associated with the constant
warming up and cooling off, the life expectancy was relatively short and repairs meant tearing out the ceilings to gain access.
After this there were a few manufacturers that built far-infrared heating panels using this same technology.
These worked very well but required routine (sometimes expensive) replacements of the heating elements.
The advantage was that these would simply be removed, repaired and reinstalled.
Today there are still a few manufacturers, several in the USA, using this technology; the coils have been replaced with a thin resistive wire that is sandwiched between some sort of heat-distributing foil. The advantage is a cheap unit (rivaling carbon) but one that has the same short life expectancy as the older systems.
Regardless of the quality of the resistive wire, these units are prone to failure since these have a very poor
“element to surface ratio”. The thinner the wire the “hotter” it needs to run in order to conduct its heat to
the far-infrared radiating surface (images explaining these observations can be found below).

Example of a competitor’s crudely-made product; the high temperature resistor
wires are sandwiched between a conductive Mylar foil; the inconsistent resistorwire surface is only 4.7% of the front-panels surface area, that is only 54 square
inches (3.4 cm² ) for a 2’ x 4’ (120 x 60 cm panel). The front panel and its mounting
frame consist of over 20 parts. Large parts counts allow for multiple
possible failure-points. The fiberglass insulation is known to be a
Health hazard; it is no longer allowed in many countries .

Prestyl’s film; notice the unique carefully designed
traces representing a large IR heat transfer surface.
The effective trace to radiating- surface transferratio is nearly 50% or 530 sq. inches
(0.34 m²) or a 2 x 4’ (120 x 60 cm) panel.
Prestyl’s insulation is a safe and
fully recyclable woven product.
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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Technology continued

Over the years some manufacturers have tried using a very thin solid ceramic or other similar material to
improve surface area, but there are several problems associated with these;
One — The surface will not heat evenly so there is repeated stress as these heat and cool so these generally
crack and fail in a matter of one to three years,
Two — Due to the construction constraints of these panels it is impossible to evenly distribute the infrared
energy, creating a “hot-spot” in the middle of the panel.
Three — There is no way to compensate for dissimilar materials (expansion ratios of the element and front
surface are different and damage occurs)
Four — The film inside of these substrates would be so thin that it could well be damaged in handling before
it is even installed.
Summary of Prestyl’s technological advantages over competitive products:
Developed and produced in the USA
Energy savings— Self-regulating design combined with optimum electrical to far-infrared energy conversion
Prestyl’s aluminum hybrid film can be produced in any volume with incredible precision
Prestyl’s thin-film heating element features two stages of corrosion protection; one the aluminum-based material is self-protecting, and two, it is flexible and fully encapsulated by means of a hot lamination process.
Prestyl uses a fully recyclable all aluminum construction (best metal IR radiator for the investment).
Much larger energy transfer area than competitive products (lower element temperatures and longer lifecycle)
Best thermal transfer possible (optimized through trace designs)
Distributed far-infrared energy footprint
Floating housing design prevents warping of the module and eliminates stresses
“Hypo-allergenic” insulator (no chance of airborne fiberglass particles)
High quality materials used throughout
Available plain or as printed artworks
May be uses as primary or supplemental heat-source
Maintenance-free
Longer life expectancy
A vast array of approvals and safety listings
Ongoing US development of new products and control systems
Strong support system, both factory-direct, and through a network of well-established distributors, dealers
and installers
Best value for the investment
Most of the company’s growth is through references by satisfied customers, resulting in low advertising costs
Low-overhead, extremely flexible “Just In Time” (JIT) manufacturing philosophy
Creating and maintaining American jobs
Not dependent on short-lived, low-cost Chinese manufactures

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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4.3 Worldwide Approvals

> > Approvals and certifications
Prestyl’s products have been tested and have surpassed some of
the world’s most stringent performance and safety standards.

International Electrotechnical Commission

Worldwide System for Conformity Testing and Certification
of Electrotechnical Equipment and Components (IECEE)

Prestyl has both an Intertek ETL “C” and ETL “US” listing; the product was tested by Intertek to
meet Canadian and US safety standards and the units surpass the requirements of both CSA
(Canadian) and UL (Underwriters Laboratories) standards; these conform to UL Standard 1278
and are certified to CSA Standard C22.2 No. 46
GS (Gefrűfte Sicherheit; translated “Proven Safety”) is perhaps the most coveted German approval obtainable. Prestyl’s products have passed the requirements and versions specifically designed for GS-dominated markets are readily available
KEMA (originally Netherlands only) is also a widely accepted approval in many countries. Prestyl
meets or exceeds all of KEMA’s requirements
NF (Norme française) Prestyl’s film originates in France and the company is one of the few companies worldwide that meet or exceed the NF standards
CE (French for «Conformité Européenne ») indicates that our product conforms to the norms of
the European Economic Area; since 1993 it has been a mandatory conformity mark for products
placed on the market in the European Economic Area (EEA).

CB

CB (CB Certificate) - Besides the country-specific approvals, Prestyl holds a worldwide recognized
CB Certificate; a CB Certificate means that Prestyl’s units have passed the requirements and
standards of the “International Electrotechnical Commission” and the “Worldwide System for
Conformity Testing and Certification of Electrotechnical Equipment and Components” (IECEE).
The CB certificate may be used in lieu of local approvals or can simply be converted to local approvals in countries that require their own approvals.
CB Certificate Number:
Report number:
Class I
C

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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5.0 Mounting instructions and options
5.1 PRUD under-desk and Personal comfort controller
The PRUD (PRestyl Under-Desk) series was developed to resolve heating and air-conditioning problems
in buildings with many people in the same space. The units may be plugged into an outlet, or may be
controlled by a plug-in thermostat, or PRCC Personal Comfort Controller.
Image of PRUD. This unit can be
mounted against the modesty-panel
or can be mounted in place of the
center desk-drawer. The PRUD
warms the lower body and the
desk’s surface, creating a perfect
work-environment (warm legs,
warm hands and cool head)

PRCC -120 120V, 500 Watt
Personal Comfort Controller

In late 2014, Prestyl introduced an export versions of the PRUD with an attached (in-line) version of the PRCC. German/French and UK plugs standard
Electrical specifications: 230/240 Volts 50/60 Hz, 275 Watts
New products for 2015 are:
A 120 Volt PRUD with attached Personal
Comfort Controller
A 208 Volt PRUD with attached (in-line) Personal Comfort Controller
An 800 Watt version of the PRCC-120

Installing the PRUD
Locate a suitable AC power outlet capable of supplying 2.3 Amps for the 120 Volt units, 1.3 Amps for the
208 Volt unit, 1.15 Amps for the 230/240 Volt unit, or 2.6 Amps for the 100 Volt units.
Pre-installation:
Before installing the PRUD2020 (PRUD5050 metric) far-infrared heating unit it is best to do a “dry-run” to
confirm that the controller is within reach and that the heating unit can be mounted properly; the heater
may be mounted horizontally (in place of a desk-drawer) or vertically on the modesty panel. It may be
mounted on a side-panel if there is enough room to move about without hitting it with the knees.
Select a conveniently located, active AC (Mains) power outlet.*
If the outlet has a switch, confirm that it is in the off position, or switch off the breaker to the outlet.
Temporarily insert the power plug and confirm the most convenient location for the heating panel and
its cable exit. With the aid of a helper (if needed), hold the heating unit in place and mark the mountinghole locations; the hole-spacing is 15.5 X 19.8” (394 X 503 mm), but most installers prefer to use the
“mark and drill” method.

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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Installing the PRUD continued
Unplug the power cord, locate the (locally acquired) mounting-screws, washers and/or nuts
(because there are numerous mounting options, hardware is not included).
Next, prepare the panel for mounting (remove any plastic covering, etc.).

Mechanical Installation:
1. Prior to installing the PRUD5050, select a drill-bit which is compatible with the mounting-screw’s size
If mounted to a wood surface (if needed with the aid of a helper), hold the unit in place and predrill two,
diagonally opposite lead-in holes (exercise caution not to drill deeper than 80% of the panel’s depth)
2. Guide the panel’s power cable to the pre-identified exit point
3. With the appropriate hand, or motorized screwdriver install the first two mounting screws
4. With the unit suspended in place, drill the other two lead-in holes
5. Install the remaining two mounting-screws.
6. If mounted to a metal modesty panel (if needed with the aid of a helper), hold the unit in place and predrill two, diagonally opposite mounting-holes (de-burr the holes if required)
7. Guide the panel’s power cable to the pre-identified exit point
8. With the appropriate hand, or motorized screwdriver and wrench install the first two mounting screws,
washers and/or lock-washers
9. With the unit suspended in place, drill the other two mounting-in holes
Install the remaining two mounting-screws, washers and/or lock-washers
15.5” (394 mm)

The power cable may exit
through the slots in the mounting
brackets (recommended), or if
needed for practical reasons,
over one of the edges.

19.8” (503 mm)

© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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Installing the PRUD continued
Electrical installation:
1. If a Personal Comfort Controller (attached or separate) is used, make sure the on/off switch of the PRCC is
in the “OFF” (0) position.
2. Plug the power (mains) pug into the pre-selected (mains) outlet.
3. Switch-on the (mains) outlet, or switch the breaker back on.
4. If a plugin thermostat or external timer is used, follow the instructions provided with these accessories.
5. If fitted with PRCC, rotate the PRCC’s side mounted “comfort control” to approximately mid-position.
6. Next, flip the PRCC’s on/off switch to the “ON” (I) position; the green (steady) power light should now be
active (ON) and the “comfort-level” indicator should be flashing on and off, indicating that the unit is set
for approximately 50% of its rated power.
7. Rotate the comfort control clockwise (to the wide part of the arrow) and observe the comfort-level indicator; it should be on for most of the time and off for a very short time (this is the maximum power/
temperature position).
8. Confirm that the PRUD heater is warming up (caution; in a few minutes, the unit will heat up to the temperature of hot coffee).
9. The system is now ready for service.
10. Set the control for a comfortable (panel-surface) temperature.
* Notes: If the distance between the mounting location and the heating panel exceeds the cable-length a codeconforming extension cord meeting the following requirements may be used:
The wire size must be no smaller than 16 Gauge (3 X 0.75 mm² ); it must have a Line, Neutral, and Ground/
Earth). The length may not exceed 8’ (2.4 m) No other devices should be plugged into this extension cable
The cable must lay straight; it may not be curled or looped.
A short extension cable (less than 6 feet, or 1.6 m) with a multiple outlet-strip may be used provided that:
It is 3-wire, code-conforming (Line, Neutral, and Ground/Earth)
The total rated current capacity must be greater than the sum of the current for all devices, including the
current allocated for the PRUD2020/5050. the cable must be straight, it may not be curled or looped.
Operation:
1. Ensure that the (mains) power-outlet switch, if fitted, is in the “ON” position, and that the breaker to the
outlet is “ON”.
2. If fitted with a PRCC, Switch the PRCC’s power switch to the “ON” position; the green (steady) power light
should now be active (ON) and the “comfort-level” indicator should be flashing on and off, indicating that
the unit is functioning.
3. Rotate the comfort control clockwise (to the wide part of the arrow) and observe the comfort-level indicator;
it should be on for most of the time and of for a very short time (this is the maximum power/temperature
position).
(CAUTION AFTER A FEW MINUTES, THE PANEL’S SURFACE MAY REACH THE TEMPERATURE OF A HOT CUP OF COFFEE)
4. The comfort-level (representative temperature) may be adjusted to lower levels by rotating the Comfort
Control counterclockwise to reach a comfortable temperature (It may take 3 to 10 minutes to respond,
depending on the room’s ambient temperature).
5. The Comfort Control can be manipulated until a pleasant temperature is reached; each user is able to set
the control for his/her “ultimate comfort level”. At night the control may be turned to its lowest position,
or the power switch may be switched off.
Cleaning and maintenance
No maintenance is required; wipe the heater clean with a dry rag, or unplug the heater before cleaning it
with mild soap and water.
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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5.2 PR series standard surface-mounting configurations
The PR (PRestyl) series far-infrared heaters may be installed at any elevation or mounting height; this section
addresses mounting the panels using the supplied mounting brackets.
For ease of installation, Prestyl’s mounting brackets are fitted with a safety latch mechanism that replaces
the need to use safety screws or security-wire in wall and “on-ceiling” installations. To comply with safety
regulations, the latches can be closed by hand, but require a flat-blade screwdriver or similar device to open.
For single person installation, the installer may fabricate two simple “S”-hooks from 12-8 Ga (2 to 3 mm diameter) steel wire to suspend the panels during the electrical wiring operation. See image on page 29.
The brackets may be mounted on the wall or ceiling using appropriate screws or wall-anchors (not supplied).
To ensure a smooth installation, please use a carpenter’s square or a square piece of cardboard as a guide to
ensure that the mounting brackets are positioned correctly. Carefully mark the distance between the two
brackets as misalignment may make it difficult to install the panels.
The power supply cable may be plugged into an outlet (or hardwired into an electrical box) located immediately above the panels, or it may exit over the panel’s edges or through the opening between the panel and
the mounting-bracket.

Mounting-bracket installation dimensions for the PR2424/6060, the PR2448/12060, and the PR 4242/105105 series:

Mounting-bracket
dimensions
PR2424 or 6060

Note: The primary fastener (hole) pattern is 13.5” X 14.0” (343 by 356 mm)
Please observe the 13.5”/343 mm dimension as it is critical for proper bracket insertion
For reference, the typical distance between the installed brackets should be 11.4” (11 - 7/16”) or 290 mm.
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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5.2 PR series standard surface-mounting configurations continued

Mounting-bracket
dimensions
PR4824 or 12060

Note: The primary fastener (hole) pattern is 36” X 14.0” (915 by 356 mm)
Please observe the 36”/915 mm dimension as it is critical for proper bracket insertion
For reference, the typical distance between the installed brackets should be 33.9” (33-15/16”) or 861 mm.

Mounting-bracket
dimensions
PR4242 or 105105

Note: The primary fastener (hole) pattern is 26” X 14.0” (660 by 356 mm)
Please observe the 26”/660 mm dimension as it is critical for proper bracket insertion
For reference, the typical distance between the installed brackets should be 23.9” (23-15/16”) or 607 mm.
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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5.2 PR series standard surface-mounting configurations continued
Prestyl’s Mounting System
Please review the following procedure to properly install a Prestyl far-infrared heating panel; be sure to properly
space the brackets, observing the notes on “critical dimensions” in the ”Mounting Dimensions” section of this
manual (pages 27 and 28).
For wall or ceiling-mounting of the PR2424/6060, the PR4824,/12060, and the PR4242/105105, mark the
mounting locations using a carpenter’s square or a straight piece of cardboard, a tape measure or ruler, and the
dimensional information on pages 27 and 28. With locally acquired hardware, install the mounting brackets (be
sure the brackets face the same direction; straight hooks on one end and curved hooks on the other). Where
possible (with joist ceilings and/or stud-walls), at least one of the brackets’ mounting holes should be over a stud
or joists; the others should be installed using appropriate anchors. (Please note that mounting hardware is not
included as installations vary by building and region.)

Installation:
1. Locate an area near an active power outlet, or employ an electrician to provide a power outlet at or near the
heating panel (in certain areas the panels may need to be hardwired; in these cases, an electrician should install a suitable electrical box behind or near the panel.
2. Install the two mounting brackets; wherever possible utilize the holes which are closest to each end.
3. Using a flat-blade screw driver open the safety latches.
4. Ensure that the intended power outlet or branch-breaker is switched off.
5. While a helper holds the panel, route the power cord to the outlet (or termination-box); deactivate/switch off
the switch, or breaker for this circuit until the installation is complete.
6. Plug the power-plug into the outlet or hard-wire the connection.
7. Place the panel near the mounting brackets and engage the right
-hand (straight hook).
8. Slide the panel onto the bracket by holding it gently against the
wall or ceiling to engage the left-hand hook.
9. Allow the panel to rest in on the brackets, then slide it to the
latch-side and close the safety latches.
10. Plug-in the panel or switch on the electrical circuit and test the
panel.
Note:

Single person installation is possible by using temporary “S”- hooks in the “boxed-hook” (left-hand side) of the mounting
bracket and the holes in the reinforcement bars (replaces the helper in step 5). These hooks temporarily suspend one
end of the panel while the electrical connections are made; to remove the hooks simply shake the panel (the hooks will
drop); then, install it as outlined above. The size of these hooks is 4.5” for the and 3” for all other sizes .

3”
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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5.3 Installation in suspended (system) ceilings
Ordering the correct panel:
Depending on country, region, and/or local codes, Prestyl’s panels may be
ordered as plug-in, or as “in-ceiling” hardwired units.
For most US and Canadian applications, local building codes require that all
light-fixtures and accessories (such as heaters, fans, etc.) are provided with a
metal “Flex” or “BX” type tubing installed over the wiring; these units are
hard-wired to an electrical box (see rear panel image)
In the USA and Canada the voltages for in-ceiling systems are 240 Volts (smaller offices) and 208 volts. The voltage in a 208 volt system is often referred to as “light-voltage”. Components for 240 volt panels are generally in
stock; depending on order volume for 208 volts it typically is stock to 3 weeks. In the USA some of the light
voltages are 277 volt.
Prestyl’s panels are approved for 277 Volt, but it is “custom order” which may require 2-6 weeks ti fill.
For export, Prestyl provides two standard plugs; the 230 Volt Western European Schuko/French combination
plug, and a 240 UK plug. Other molded plugs, such as Japanese, Swiss, Australian, etc. are available on a special
order basis.

Installation:
1. Depending on location, locate (or have a licensed electrician install) a
suitable electrical box or outlet within reach of the panel(s).
2. Check to make sure that the grid is made out of metal (aluminum or steel);
nearly all grids are made out of metal. In rare cases, it may be made out of
plastic. If this is the case, please confirm with the grid’s manufacturer that
it will withstand 110 degrees Celsius or 230 degrees Fahrenheit.
3. Place the Prestyl far-infrared heating panel into the grid in the same way as
you would a ceiling tile (see image.)
4. Although the panel weighs less than most light fixtures, local codes (especially in earthquake-prone regions),
may require securing the panel via wires or chains to the floor-joists, rafters or floor above.
5. For a professional finish (to overcome possible grid-elevation tolerances as well as a possible slight warping during the panel’s temperature cycling), Prestyl recommends the use of hold-down clips. Hold down clips are available in different configurations from the various ceiling grid manufacturers. Please contact your grid manufacturer for a list of standard hold-down clips for your particular ceiling-grid.
For reference only, as a courtesy to the buyer/installer, Prestyl offers the following representative examples of
clips available from Armstrong (armstrong.com/suspension systems). Armstrong is a worldwide manufacturer
of ceiling systems (any dealings regarding these products with Armstrong, or any other manufacturer/
distributor of similar products is the buyer/installer’s sole responsibility; Prestyl does not endorse any nonassociated company’s products).
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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Installation in suspended (system) ceilings continued
Third-party hold-down clips:
For a professional looking installation most high-end building owners/tenants utilize a hold-down method.
Because there are many different manufacturers for suspended ceiling grids around the world, it is not practical
to cover all manufacturers’ products in this document.
The following are representative images of products manufactured/sold by Armstrong. These images are the
property of Armstrong (armstrong.com/suspensionsystems); these are for reference only.

Armstrong’s UHDC – universal Hold Down Clip attaches to top bulb of the
suspension system to hold Prestyl’s panels as well as the regular ceiling tiles
(up to 5/8” thick).

Armstrong’s 4141 – Retention Clip is another option; it attaches to the main
beams and cross tees behind lay-in ceiling; helps prevent accidental panel
displacement by basketballs and other forces from below the ceiling.

The images depicting the hold-down clips above are for reference only. You should select a clip that works for
your system. Clips may be snap-on or screw-down. Prestyl generally does not provide or sell third-party items.

5.4 Architectural installations; recessed mounting
Architectural products
For the “Custom Architectural Market” Prestyl offers its panels in custom colors, matched to Pantone, Cardinal,
and RAL color charts.
Some architects create recessed “master pieces” by utilizing marching or contrasting colors and installing the
panels almost 100% recessed with only a small portion shown (see sketches on pages 32 and 33). The recessed
panel does require a small space (about 0.2” to 0.25”, or 5 mm to 6 mm) to allow for expansion. The panels
must be installed with this “expansion gap” and may not be “plastered in”. If the gap is not provided, the plaster
may crack, or the panel may bend.
Others prefer to create a recessed or stepped space around the panel to make it blend in with the interior’s
design. Please see image on page 33.
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Architectural installations; recessed mounting continued
Images of Prestyl’s far-infrared heating panels in decorative/architectural or low ceiling clearance installations.
Architectural panels must be ordered “factory fitted” with permanent mounting brackets. Mounting of these
panels is similar to that of the PRUD “under the desk” series outlined on page 25. Installers must comply with
local fire-codes and enclose the space behind and beside the panels with code-compliant plasterboard. Plasterboard thicknesses requirements may vary according to your location or country.
It is critical to retain a small expansion slot around the panels so that these will not bend when hot (expanding).
Allowing the panel’s front to protrude slightly (0.125 - 0.2” or 3 - 5 mm) provides for a aesthetically-pleasing look.
Please consult your local building codes on cabling required (plug-in wire or “Flex/BX)

The following are examples of US and Canadian recessed installations; “Architectural”, and “Low-ceiling”
(For EU and other metric countries please consult page 33.)
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Architectural installations; recessed mounting continued
The following are examples of EU/Metric recessed installations, both “Architectural”, and “Low-ceiling”

The installation on the left was done in a new home using Prestyl’s standard
mounting brackets.
The recessed cove design makes the panel blend into the room’s design.
There are many more creative ways architects are able to integrate Prestyl’s
far-infrared panels in their creations.
For high-ceiling/high-roof commercial buildings atriums or hotel/hospital lobbies, the panels may be suspended from the ceiling or roof and may be surrounded by a real (or imitation) planter. Our custom-colored version of the
4242 (105105) is an ideal candidate for such applications.
Please contact Prestyl for additional information
© 2015 Prestyl USA, LLC
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6.0 Using Prestyl’s sizing calculator
6.1 Prestyl’s transmission calculator explained
How to use the Prestyl Far-Infrared Transmission Calculator— Prestyl offers a simple way to calculate your
far-infrared heating panel requirements (www.prestylusa.com). Please go to the Prestyl website and open
the calculator.
To properly calculate the amount of energy required to heat a space there are a few factors you will need to
consider and you will need to take some measurements.
Your region
1.

Determine the average winter temperature in the region where the space is located. This is referred to as
the Regional correction factor or RCF. There are reference codes located in Cell (C2).

2.

If needed, change the RCF code cell (B2)to the appropriate number for your region.

Room identification
3.

In Column A, we have provided a cell where you can name the room you are measuring "Room 1" etc.
Each room section has 3 rows just in case you need to break down an "L" shaped space into separate
parts.

4.

Entering the room measurements- see note in Cell (S2)

5.

The following sample was created using the US calculator; the metric calculator is similar. Enter the
length of the space in linear feet and inches e.g.; 10 ft 4 inches would be 10.30.

6.

Enter the width of the space in linear feet and inches e.g.; 10Ft 4 inches would be 10.30.

Doors and Windows
7.

Measure and enter the height and width of the doors (E5) & (F5).

8.

Measure and enter the height and width of each window (I5) & (J5).

9.

If there are multiple windows you can add them together e.g.; 2 windows 3ft x 4ft would be 6.0 x 4.0.

Surface Correction Factor
10. Doors and windows are surfaces which contribute to heat-losses. The degree of heat-loss depends on the
type of door or the window’s glazing and insulation. A value is assigned to each of these; these are called
Surface Correction Factors or SCF.
11. See Cell (J2) for the reference codes
12. For Doors: the spreadsheet is preloaded with a default of 1.0 in the SCF column (G).
13. For interior doors, leave 1.0 in column (G)
14. If both sides of an interior door are heated by IR, and controlled by the same thermostat, you may leave
the size for this door blank.
15. For exterior doors, enter the appropriate reference code for the type of doors in your space.
16. For Windows: the spreadsheet is preloaded with a default of 1.8 in the SCF column (K) for (dual pane windows).
17. If you do not have dual-pane windows, enter the appropriate SCF reference code for the type of windows
in your space.
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Prestyl’s transmission calculator explained

Mounting height
18. Measure the ceiling height or, for high ceilings, determine at which height you wish to suspend your heating
panels.
19. Enter the desired mounting height in Cell (O5); the spreadsheet is preloaded with a default of 8.5 in the
mounting height column (O).
20. If you are “composing” a room in different sections (step 3 on page 34) you need to enter the average height
of each section (sloped, vaulted, etc.).
21. Please make sure to pay attention to the mounting height in your application; the wrong entry will provide
you with the incorrect number of panels.
As Far-IR is invisible light, the intensity changes over distance as the beam widens, just as it does with a flashlight or a car’s headlights; the mounting height column is used to correct for this loss of intensity.

The total Power (Watts) required—
Far-infrared works on the principle of power (wattage) per square area. The total “Watts” required to heat
the space (s) is automatically calculated in the blue boxes in column (Q)
The total power (watts) now needs to be translated into a number of panels.
22. Determine the appropriate size panel/wattage for the space by selecting one of the 3 sizes available in
columns (S), (T), or (V).
23. Simply enter in a number of panels until the total in column (R) meets or slightly exceeds the total in column (Q).
See below example of Ptot of 700 and the selection of 1 PR4824W (750W)

The panel size will be a matter of preference; larger panels need fewer electrical connections; often, selecting multiple
smaller panels allows for flexibility in layout, or having one larger panel in the desired location may make more sense.
Contact your local dealer/distributor for assistance in determining the proper panel selection and layout options.
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7.0 Electrical Installation and options

7.1 Thermostats and thermostat placement
Thermostat placement — Far-infrared heating does not heat the air, as there are virtually no collisions with air
molecules; thus, there is no friction to excite the air molecules and nearly all of the infrared’s “invisible light is
eventually absorbed by the wall, floor, objects, and people in a room. Since a traditional thermostat needs a
convection air-flow to be able to read the room’s air-temperature, how does this work with far-infrared?
As the walls warm up, there will be a minimal convection flow across the vertical surfaces; this is enough air-flow
to provide the sensor within the thermostat with the information it needs to control the room’s temperature.
Since the air is not heated, the thermostat’s set temperature is always lower with infrared than it would be with
convection. Also, the thermostat’s location becomes much less critical than in a hot air (convection system).
This is why in a far-infrared system, the thermostat may be placed at any practical elevation between 6” (15 cm)
from the floor to 6” (15 cm) from the ceiling.
The only considerations for thermostat placement are direct sun or building-problems (cold drafts and leaky
walls) the thermostat should be kept away from known problem areas (more information on this in section 8,
“Tuning a building; considerations for best IR performance”).
Thermostat types — There are many thermostat choices. Depending on the type and size of the installation,
thermostats range from inexpensive plug-in line voltage thermostats to integrated Internet controlled wireless
building management systems.

Image of a typical (US version) plug-in line voltage thermostat; it may be purchased locally by the
panel’s owner and plugged into any grounded wall outlet.
Below is a simplified functional/wiring diagram of a US 120 Volt line voltage thermostat;
it may be plugged into any active
grounded or “earthed” outlet.

Below is a simplified functional/wiring diagram of Canadian 208 Volt (US 208/240 Volt) Line-Voltage thermostat;
it may be plugged into any active grounded or
“earthed” 208 or 240 Volt outlet. The thermostat
is usable for both voltages; the panels are not
Be sure to select a heating panel of the correct
voltage!
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Thermostats and thermostat placement continued
Hardwired Line Voltage Thermostats
While a plug-in line voltage thermostat works great for single panel “end-user installations”, these are not
practical for controlling multi-panel far-infrared heating systems.
Prestyl’s installers, dealers and distributors typically carry their own favorite thermostats, or prefer to purchase
a particular brand with which they are familiar.
To control panels in a single room, a built-in line voltage
thermostat is generally the simplest way to go; these typically are self-contained single-point control unit.
The image on the right is a typical, very simple to operate
line voltage thermostat. Products are available from numerous manufacturers; functions range from the very simple DIY to difficult to program, multi-functional units.
Please consult your HVAC professional for details.
Below is a functional/wiring image of a typical 2-phase US/Canadian line voltage thermostat; it usually is installed in a wall-mounted electrical box, similar to a light switch box. In most locations, it must be installed
and wired by a licensed electrician.

Switched Power out to
Prestyl’s heating panels

Power in from breaker
panel or fuse-box.

Warning: For mounting in wet locations, the breaker box should be fitted with a GFCI (RCD in UK dominated markets)
These ground fault circuit Interrupters are mandatory safety devices in bath or shower rooms!

Low voltage thermostats
The use of low-voltage thermostats adds flexibility to a far-infrared heating system. Low-voltage circuits allow
for safe and easy thermostat replacing (for architectural reasons as will as technology upgrades), easy system
expansion, WIFI/Internet control of a home or building management system, etc., etc.
Prestyl’s panels may be controlled by most “off the shelf” modern thermostats. The easiest to use are modern
battery operated thermostats, as these do not require 24 Volts AC to operate, simplifying wiring and reducing
installation time.
Prestyl requires a thermostat with a “dry-loop closure” upon “heat call”.
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Low voltage thermostats continued

“Dry-loop closure” means that when the thermostat wants the heater to switch “ON”, it simply closes a
switch. In older designs, this may be a mechanical or mercury switch, but in most modern designs this usually
is a small “latching micro-relay”.
Heating only — For heating only, we need a simple 2-wire circuit which then drives a remote switch, called a
relay, or contactor; this can be a conventional mechanical relay, a hybrid relay (combination electronic and
conventional), or an all-electronic relay. Wire RH/R is black for DC systems (electronic or hybrid relays); it is
red for AC powered systems with traditional relays or contactors.

Battery-operated Thermostat

Wiring overview of system with a 24 Volt AC transformer and traditional relay or contactor (single pole shown)
EU

Low-Voltage
Thermostat

120 Volts

Relay

Prestyl’s panels

Wiring overview of a system with a 24 VDC power supply and hybrid or SSR relay or contactor (single pole shown)

EU

Low-Voltage
Thermostat

120 & 277 V

SSR/Hybrid Relay

Prestyl’s panels

24-28VDC
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7.2 Thermostats in systems (system wiring details)
Choosing heating relays —
Conventional relays are inexpensive and very noisy; these typically last one or more years.
Hybrid relays have the reliability of an all-electronic relay, but without the heat-generation of an allelectronic relay, eliminating the need for a heat-sink and saving additional energy.
All-electronic relays (SSRs) are very reliable, but do get warm; because of this these require a heat-sink.

Split systems — For systems with a separate air-conditioning unit, 5 or more low-voltage wires are required.
For two-stage AC units an additional wire (Y2) is required.
When using hybrid or electronic relays for heating and a conventional AC system, be sure to remove the Rh and
Rc jumper, as the heating system uses a 24-28 volt DC power supply (see image below) and the air-conditioner
a 24 volt AC supply.

Simplified Wiring Diagram Split-System; 24 Volt AC transformer, 24VDC power supply and dual-pole hybrid relay
Please note that the sketch below is for reference only; carefully read the manufacturer’s instructions to ensure that
the connections to the Mini-split/Air-handler are correct.
Transformer for AC system
To AC system,
Power
Compressor
Fan

Example of 120/240 Volt
(208 Volt) US/Canadian
system; others similar
Low-Voltage
Thermostat

Hybrid or SSR

Prestyl’s panels

24-28VDC

Note: For suspended ceiling-systems, most US building codes require that the wires are
contained within a metal “BX” or “Flex” tubing; please indicate when ordering.
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Thermostats in systems (system wiring details)

One thermostat
shown; in large rooms, especially those with North/South exposures, multiple thermostats may be incorporated to properly “zone” the room (IR is
the perfect heating system for balanced warmth)

1-Rc
2-RH/R
3-Y1
4-NC
5-W
6-G
7-W2
8-Y2
EU Blue
EU BN
EU G/Y

Example of a popular
low-voltage thermostat

Red Cooling, not used for IR
Prestyl minus 24 VDC
Yellow Cooling, not used for IR
No connection
White use for Prestyl heaters
Green Fan, not used for IR
W2 (grey) option (not used)
Second stage Cooling/+24VDC if Prestyl PWM option
* White in 120 & 277 Volt systems
* Black in 120& 277 V systems
Green in US, Green/Yellow EU
* May be red or other color in 208 and40Volt systems

Standard Thermostat colors
Prestyl recommended colors
Standard Thermostat colors
Prestyl recommended colors

Select SSR according to current requirements:
High current SSR

100-240V DC
Power supply

Red 208 & 240V

10 Amp SSR
SSR Relays
TH controlled

Please note that the panels are split into four
groups to facilitate the relays’ capacity
Power to the relays may be split to facilitate
local Circuit Breaker code requirements

120 &277V
(4 X) EU

One or more Far IR heating panels per
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Thermostats in systems (system wiring details)

Dual zone low-voltage thermostat
with internal power/intensity control

Comfort-controlled systems — A thermostat with built-in
intensity control can drive a single or dual-zone IR system; all or
half of the system may be “intensity controlled”, while the other
half runs at full-power (only works with SSRs)
(Cannot be used with two-stage AC systems)

1-Rc
2-RH/R
3-Y1
4-NC
5-W
6-G
7-W2
8-Y2

Red Cooling, not used for IR
Prestyl minus 24 VDC
Yellow Cooling, not used for IR
No connection
White use for non-PWM heaters
Green Fan, not used for IR
W2 (grey) used for PWM heaters
Prestyl +24 VDC

EU Blue
EU BN
EU G/Y

White in 120 & 277 Volt systems
Black in 120& 277 V systems
Green in US, Green/Yellow EU

Internal PWM
(intensity) control
Standard Thermostat colors
Prestyl recommended colors

Standard Thermostat colors
Prestyl recommended colors

Select SSR according to current requirements:
High current SSR

100-240V DC
Power supply

EU US

10 Amp SSR
SSR Relays
TH controlled

SSR Relays
PWM controlled

120 &277V
(4 X)
EU
US

One or more “full-power“
Far IR heating panels per
relay/zone
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7.3

Hot Yoga control options (thermostats and wiring)
Traditional convection-based hot yoga systems require a high-temperature thermostat in an effort to “control
the temperature”. As explained in Section 3, this is not necessarily the case with far-infrared.
Although it is not ideal, it is possible to control a hot yoga far-IR system with a yoga-specific thermostat.
The primary drawback of using a Hot Yoga thermostat is that when the room reaches its preprogrammed temperature and the thermostat switches the system “off” the participants feel like there is a cloud between them
and the sun (the room is at the correct temperature, but the infrared’s effect stops).

Below are examples of yot yoga thermostats in far-infrared installations

(thermostat wiring details in section 7.2)

Regardless of which thermostat is used, in order to achieve that the best results while using the lowest amount
of energy, the system should be kept on between sessions, but programmed at a lower temperature. This will
prevent the panels from using maximum energy 24/7 and will also prevent “cold starts” as it is keeping the
floor at a minimum acceptable temperature. Then, between an hour and half an hour before a session (floor
material dependent), the thermostat should be switched to high, or bypassed to enhance the Hot Yoga experience.
Note: In warm areas, set the thermostat to where the programmed room temperature is slightly higher than
the ambient temperature; this way the floor remains “pre-conditioned”.
Caution, this will cause the system to use energy during warm days.
The best way to control a far-infrared hot yoga studio is to use a standard thermostat, set at “normal” room
temperature; then via either a timer or a bypass switch, operate the system at full-power right before, and during the sessions. This eliminates the “cloud under the sun” effect.
There are also a number of variations which allow for groups of panels be controlled independently, to facilitate different class sizes
Prestyl also offers a thermostat with built-in intensity/comfort controller. With this, a section, or the entire
room may be regulated to the desired intensity for each session (without the “cloud under the sun” effect).
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Hot Yoga control options (thermostats and wiring)
Below are examples of “bypassed” regular/standard room thermostats in hot yoga applications. These
“standard” thermostats can be “Line Voltage” or “Low Voltage” as shown; the line voltage thermostat requires
a line-voltage bypass-switch or timer (installed by an electrician), while low-voltage version may be controlled
by a number of safe, low-voltage options, including wireless remotes available “off the shelf” from third-parties.

The diagrams below show how a room can be divided into different zones. Some studios use as many as 3 or 4
zones in a horseshoe shape. The inner ones used fro small classes, the other “layers” are activated as classsizes require. Zone one in both diagrams is used as “traditional heat” to maintain a minimum (floor) temperature; during a session, both zones are switched to full power for as long as the instructor desires.
In the right-hand image, zone one is used just like in the explanation above; in the session mode, all panels in
the system are “intensity controlled” allowing the instructor to dial-in virtually any desired intensity.
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8.0 Tuning a building; considerations for best IR performance
8.1 Buildings and Far-infrared
Like any other technology, far-infrared (regardless of manufacturer) is limited by the laws of nature/physics in
what it is able to accomplish. To be successful, a building must be reasonably weather-tight and preferably insulated. The most important consideration is the floor, as the floor is used to store much of the infrared’s heatenergy; the floor must be well insulated, especially around the perimeter. It is all a matter of balance; energy
consumed versus energy lost. If we stay ahead of the “loss-curve”, far-infrared can heat a building more efficiently then any other technology.
If, a building has a concrete slab floor and its perimeter is not insulated, the ground adjacent to the building will
warm up through what is known as a conduction-flow (see section 1.1, page 5). The greater the temperature
difference the more heat-energy will flow from the hottest to the coolest object. If there is snow or ice outside
of the building, the ice and/or snow will melt and, regardless of how cold it may be, cold water will seep under
the building’s floor (with insulated slabs there usually is a poor or nonexistent moisture barrier, which aggravates the problem).
When water seeps under a concrete floor, the concrete will wick up the water, and the infrared warmth will
then cause it to evaporate. When water evaporates it causes what is known as evaporative cooling; this will
counteract the efforts of the infrared, and the system may not be able to will not be able to keep up.
If a part of the concrete is wet, the area of the building with the wet floor will not warm up until the moisture
has evaporated. If a building “stands in water” infrared will not work!!
Well-insulated concrete (insulated edges are much more important than insulation under) is an ideal storage
medium for infrared energy. A concrete mass will take much longer to warm up than a wood floor, but once
warm, it will retain its energy for a very long time. When the warmth has been stored in a warehouse’s floor,
workers can comfortable work near open doors in the middle of the coldest winters as their feet will remain
warm; as soon as the door is closed, the warmth is back.
If an small shipping or security guard’s office shares a slab floor with an unheated warehouse (or an IR heated
warehouse that has its thermostat set lower than the office), conduction to the unheated or under-heated
space will require more panels than calculated. This situation can easily be remedied by adding an insulated sub
-floor in the office; a thin insulation layer and a plywood subfloor will solve this problem. The resulting energy
savings will pay for these materials in a very short time.
What about “power-washing” concrete floors? Occasional power-washing of concrete floors in IR-heated
warehouses or farm-buildings is not a problem. The energy stored in the floor will cause the moisture to evocate quickly dried floor will quickly return to its original state. If a floor needs is exposed to surface moisture
several times a day in a cold climate, additional panels may be required to offset the additional heat losses.
Prestyl’s engineers have extensive experience with concrete floors and moisture (including an 11-month pilot
study in a 400 year old Okinawan hog-barn for the Japanese government); as long as water or liquids cannot
collect under the slab, the moisture will evaporate quickly and infrared will be an ideal heat-source.
Windows and doors — Buildings with old steel or aluminum single-pane windows, or uninsulated steel or aluminum
doors conduct heat to the outside world through conduction, just as with uninsulated concrete slabs.
To resolve this, there are three options:
1. The least expensive is generally installing properly sealed storm windows and/or doors.
2. The windows and doors may be upgraded to modern, energy-saving models with insulation and double or
triple-pane glass.
3. Install more panels than the calculator calls for.
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Buildings and Far-infrared continued
Building materials versus energy savings— All matter (building materials included) absorbs and reflects light.
Far-infrared is invisible light, but light nonetheless. The IR “light” is easily absorbed for instance by carpets,
wood, concrete, curtains, people, etc. It is mostly reflected by mirrors, shiny tiles, shiny metal and glass, certain
highly glossy wood surfaces, etc. When IR is reflected, it keeps bouncing around until it is absorbed by something. Once it is absorbed, it conducts the heat energy to the shiny surfaces, under tables, chairs, etc.
The next step in the equation is the “mass”; if there are a small and a large mass with identical absorption rates,
we see that the small mass heats up much faster than the large mass. Think of it as filling a bucket with water;
although the flow-rate out of the faucet is identical, a small bucket will fill up in just a minute, while a large pail
could take 10 minutes or longer. If a bucket has a leak (excessive heat-loss), we need to keep poring water into
that bucket in order to keep it full.
Although the mass of a thin wood floor is much less than that of a thick concrete floor, over an entire heating
season the energy usage (or savings) between the two are very close. The wood heats up quickly, but also cools
off quickly; concrete can take weeks to fully warm up, but it may also take as long to dissipate heat energy.
Practical pointers— To reduce operating costs in “occasional use” buildings (mountain cabins, hunter’s cabins,
construction side offices, trailers, etc.). Prestyl’s panels may be installed and the thermostat set at just above
freezing to protect the plumbing. If fitted with a data link, a day or a few hours before arriving, the thermostat
may be set to “room temperature” from anywhere in the world, so that when the occupants arrive, it will be
warm. If remote control is not an option, an inexpensive space heater (electric, oil, or propane) may be used to
bridge the gap between entering the building and the building or trailer reaching its comfortable (IR supported)
temperature.
Mounting-height— To reduce operating costs install the panels (using chains if needed) as close as practical to
the ground, yet high enough to not be noticed (8-11 feet is ideal). The room should feel comfortable without
being distracted by the intensity of the panel.
Perimeter heat — In commercial buildings or in large rooms where chain-mounting is not practical, the panels
may be installed as perimeter heat. A ring of panels, angled at approximately 45 degrees, may be placed around
the perimeter. The infrared radiates at an approximately 90 degree total (about 45 degrees to the sides), allowing most of the energy to reach the floor where it is conducted throughout the space. Where practical, a combination of ceiling/chain-mounted and perimeter heat may be used.
Wall-mounting— In offices or living-rooms with a standard ceiling (up to 10’ or 3m) the panels may be placed on
one wall if the room is no wider than 18’ (5.4m). With the panels vertical, the ceiling and parts of the floor will
be exposed to the direct IR, which then allows conduction to warm the unexposed portions; the room may be
twice as wide if panels are placed on opposing walls. If the same room has a high ceiling, the effect of the ceiling
will be nil and more panels will need to be installed, or the panels should be angled like with perimeter heating.
Under-installing— Some people “under-install” (use fewer panels than calculated) to “save money”. However,
if too few panels are installed to overcome the heat losses (remember it is all about balance), the thermostat
may never reach its set-point and the panels will be “ON” all of the time. The people in the space may not be
happy (they may remain cold), and the electric bill will be significantly higher than expected. (an extra panel
could pay for itself in a few months).
“More is better”, fewer panels means higher operating costs and cold people!
Please consult Prestyl’s transmission calculator (explained in Section 6 on pages 34 and 35).
For more information please contact your installer, dealer, or distributor.
Alternately, please contact info@prestylusa.com
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Far-infrared Heating Systems
LCM Property Services
820 King St. N. Unit 4
Waterloo, Ontario N2J 4G8
Tel: (519) 573-7619
Email: info@lcmpropertyservices.com

Prestyl USA’s far-infrared heating technology
is developed in the State of California;
Prestyl’s manufacturing facilities
are in Spokane,
Washington
www.prestylusa.com
info@prestylusa.com
All rights reserved, Prestyl USA, LLC.
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